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is hung with bloom a

long the bough.

and stands about the

(Again, stagger breath for next eight measures)

Ah
A little more movement (♩ = 60 - 99)

Now, of my three-score years and ten, Twenty will not come again,

and take from seventy springs a score, It only leaves me

fifty more. Now of my three-score years and ten,

a tempo
Twenty will not come again, And take from seventy

springs a score, it only leaves me fifty more.

A tempo (\textit{d} = 54-58)
It only leaves me fifty more.
And since to look at things in bloom,
fifty springs are lit in the room,
about the woodlands I will go to see the cherry.
hung with snow.

love liest of trees the

(slower)

cher ry now.

hum hum